
* * * * *  
Google Drive for all reports: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PBERG6tDfBGKgsqy2SLVr9iYi4wW8z-7   
Follow Convoy Organizers (Twitter) @Tamara_MVC and  @BJdichter   
Follow @tomtsec (Twitter, GETTR) for info and updates 
IF YOU SEE VIOLENCE – Call 911 or if you see suspicious activity report it to Truck Captains.  
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OVERVIEW 

Freedom Convoy 2022 assess that potentially violent protestors may arrive in Ottawa to 

vandalize property. Following that, they will then attemtp to blame convoy members for the 

violent actions.  The protestors are likely to arrive in Ottawa either late Wednesday or 

Thursday. The violent actions are likely intended for Thursday and Friday. 

The actions from the protestors are likely to consist of harrassment of citizens and damage to 

vehicles and property.  Protestors from such groups are likely to be dressed in all black or dark 

colored clothing and travel together in small groups. 

Seperately, Freedom Convoy 2022 has reported low level vandalism against vehicles such as 

cutting gas lines for APUs and generators.  

POLITICAL INSTIGATORS  

We assess that Prime Minister Trudeau and NDP Leader Jagmeet Singh have worked to create a 

political space where violence against the Freedom Convoy appears acceptable. But constantly 

making false allegations of racism, extremis, and white sumpremacy, they are knowingly 

encourging extreme left and Anti-fa style persons to act violently against citizens in Ottawa.  

This policy of indirectly supporting violence is consistent with the Prime Minister’s position of 

refusing to discuss Freedom Convoy demands or meet with representatives while attempting to 

smear them in the press and starve out the participants.  

 

For intelligence reports and updates from Freedom Convoy 2022, follow 

@TomTSEC on Twitter 

All intelligence reports are on a public google drive at 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PBERG6tDfBGKgsqy2SLVr9iYi4wW8z-
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